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had a sort of restrained eagerness—the brow broad and
clear, the nose straight and slightly sudden, the mouth
unreddened, rather wide and pretty. But what struck Jon
were her eyes, which were exactly his idea of a water
nymph's. They slanted a little, and were steady and
brown and enticing ; whether there was ever such a slight
squint in them he could not tell, but if there were it was an
improvement. He felt shy. Neither of them spoke.
Francis Wilmot remarked, " I reckon I'm hungry," and
they walked side by side towards the eatables.
Jon said suddenly to the sister :
" You've just come then, Miss Wilmot ? "
" Yes, Mr. Forsyte."
" Where from ? "
" From Naseby. It's way down between Charleston and
Savannah."
" Oh, Charleston !    I liked Charleston."
" Anne likes Savannah best," said Francis Wilmot.
Anne nodded. She was not talkative, it seemed, though
her voice had sounded pleasant in small quantities.
"It's kind of lonesome where we live," said Francis."Mostly
darkies. Anne's never seen an Englishman to speak to."
Anne smiled. Jon also smiled. Neither pursued the
subject. They arrived at the eatables, spread in a manner
calculated to give the maximum of muscular and digestive
exertion. Mrs. Pulmore Hurrison, a lady of forty or so,
and of defined features, was seated with her feet turned up ;
next to her, Gurdon Minho, the English novelist, had his
legs in a more reserved position ; and then came quantities
of seated girls, all with pretty unreserved legs ; Mr. Pul-
more Hurrison, somewhat apart, was pursing a small
mouth over the cork of a large bottle. Jon and the
Wilmots also sat down. The picnic had begun.
Jon soon realised that everybody was expecting Gurdon

